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In this guide...
This toolkit is designed for all students, faculty, and staff. It contains

essential information and resources for making RISD a more
accessible campus. 



Universal Design
Universal Design is defined as the design and composition

of an environment so that it can be accessed, understood

and used to the greatest extent possible by all people

regardless of their age, size, ability, or disability.

People-First Language
People-First Language is based on the idea that a person is not
defined by their disability. 

 An example of a negative phrase would be "the blind" 
using people first language: individual who is blind or individual
who is visually impaired.

Art and magazine clippings on a table

People working together in a meeting
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Strengths Based
Model of Identity

A strengths-based approach seeks to

understand and develop the strengths

and capabilities that can transform the

lives of people in positive

ways.
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Be sure to enable “Rename” tool

Some individuals prefer to use a different name than the one that appears automatically.

Some folks would like to include their pronouns in their name. In order to facilitate an

inclusive classroom environment, consider enabling the rename tool. Directions for how to

do so are included here. 

Allow folks to have cameras off

Some individuals prefer to have their cameras off in meetings and events for various

reasons including: increased anxiety and stress, Zoom fatigue, or privacy reasons

Ask folks to mute while others are speaking

Background noise can sometimes be distracting to other participants. Consider asking folks

to mute to minimize unneccesary noise. 

Inclusive Zoom Etiquette

Someone taking classes online

three college students working together on their laptops

A woman looking at her phone in front of a laptop
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https://uis.georgetown.edu/zoom/meeting-controls/participant-settings/#:~:text=Option%201%3A%20Click%20on%20%E2%80%9CParticipants,mark%20next%20to%20this%20option.
https://uis.georgetown.edu/zoom/meeting-controls/participant-settings/#:~:text=Option%201%3A%20Click%20on%20%E2%80%9CParticipants,mark%20next%20to%20this%20option.
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Encourage students to use non-
verbal feedback

With nonverbal signals on Zoom, you and your participants

can communicate with each other quietly, quickly, and

discreetly. It also allows students to communicate their

needs to you without drawing attention to themselves.

Explore Different Ways Participants Can
Engage on Zoom

Zoom Icons for Nonverbal Communication
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Captions on Zoom

Panopto for Canvas

Individuals are encouraged to upload their video content onto Panopto, the new video hosting and creation

tool at RISD which allows you to generate auto-captions for your videos. Directions for how to use Panopto

are here. 

Live Captioning 

Individuals can request ADA-compliant (human-generated) captions through DSS/IT.

Individual working on laptop

Importance of Captions

Incorporating principles of universal design and accessibility standards in audiovisual media is important to
ensure accessibility to the widest possible audience
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https://computing.risd.edu/OIT/Pages/Panopto.aspx?l1=OIT&l2=9MORE&l3=CANVA&l4=PANOP&l5=
https://computing.risd.edu/OIT/Pages/Panopto.aspx?l1=OIT&l2=9MORE&l3=CANVA&l4=PANOP&l5=


WebinarsProvide an overview of the session

Allow individuals to rename
themselves and ask for pronouns

Provide Q & A and/or Chat for
people to ask questions

Do not require that folks have their
cameras on

Mute everyone who isn’t a panelist,
or ask people to mute themselves to
avoid background noise for other
participants

Student working on a computer in her studio
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A Note About Accessible
Presentations

Resource about Captioning
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5214

590/#:~:text=More%20than%20100%20empirical%20

studies,deaf%20or%20hard%20of%20hearing

Colorblindness Simulator
https://www.color-blindness.com/coblis-color-

blindness-simulator/

Color Contrasts
It's important to ensure that there is enough contrast

between background and text

someone pointing and presenting a presentation on poster board
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Additional Resources
Remote Instruction Accessibility Tips: includes information about how to create an
accessible presentation

Universal Design for Learning Presentation created by the Office of Institutional
Technology and Disability Support Services

Respectful Interactions: Disability Language and Etiquette

Office of Intercultural Student Engagement

Key Campus Partners

Office of Disability Support Services

 Information Technology Services 

Photo of mini drawings
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https://cdn.risd.systems/webhook-uploads/1585075259976_Remote-Instruction-Accessibility-Tips-2020.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16f34S0kj2U2NJtBEcj4OE4CynoamcL0QUBHuXN8CQUU/edit?usp=sharing
http://nwadacenter.org/factsheet/respectful-interactions-disability-language-and-etiquette
https://www.ise.risd.edu/
https://info.risd.edu/disability-support-services-dss/#remote-learning-tips-for-students
https://itservices.risd.edu/OIT/Pages/default.aspx?l1=OIT&l2=0OIT&l3=&l4=&l5=

